Users of the Emerson ROC800-Series of Remote Operations Controllers have to choose power input converters that accept either a 12-volt or 24-volt DC source. This caused concerns over selecting the right unit. The problem has been solved by offering the new ROC800 PM-30 Module that will accept 11 to 30 volts DC.

The ROC800 PM-30 Module offers:
- Auto regulation of any voltage between 11 and 30 volts DC
- Increased power delivery to the ROC800 PM-30 Module to 70 watts of power – exceeding the PM-12’s 60 watts and the PM-24’s 30 watts – providing a more robust solution for the ROC827 with a full set of I/O
- Improved monitoring with LEDs indicating the status of the 12vdc and 3.3vdc supplied to the back plane
- More available power and easier use
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